Kagan

It’s All About Engagement!

1,000+

Number of scientific peer-reviewed research studies on cooperative learning that show dramatic gains in student achievement across the subject areas and across the grades.

District Gains Across the Curriculum

District posts impressive gains on standardized tests after just two years of Kagan implementation.

Reeferrals Per 100 Students

Discipline referral documentation shows steady decline in referrals with Kagan implementation.

Positive Behavior Referrals

Positive behavior referrals skyrocket with onset of Kagan.

Percent of Teachers Reporting the Benefits of Using Kagan

98%

Positive Impact

2%

No Impact

District posts impressive gains on standardized tests after just two years of Kagan implementation.

Average Effect Size

Studies find that students who achieve at the 50th percentile with traditional methods, achieve at the 81st percentile with Kagan Structures.

Student Preference

Students prefer interactive Kagan Structures to “boring” traditional learning 12 to 1.

Declining Behavior Incidents

Recorded behavior incidents plummet and remain low with Kagan.